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Here are some resources you will find useful if you are studying for the Business Planning: Taxation exam. The format
of the Business Planning: Taxation exam.

Management therefore has to be proactive in finding solutions to address this skills gap. Create an account to
book papers, keep track of your purchase history and check the dates of the classes you enrolled for. Revision
course â€” revise weekends and extended weekends. When twothirds of final level PQs are failing these
papers students have a right to wonder what is going on. It will be interesting to hear reader reaction to the
varying pass rates. This two-day interactive workshop helps participants to ensure that financial statements
prepared under IFRS will comply with both current and forthcoming IFRS disclosure requirements. ICAEW
has a vision of a world of strong economies, a strategic ambition to cultivate current and future generations of
finance professionals, forming connected communities to develop strong, accountable and open economies.
The College has consistently achieved better than global pass rates, especially for financial reporting in the
various professional accounting qualifications. The same choice will be offered in Corporate Reporting at the
Advanced Level in  The workshop will provide a detailed coverage of the IFRS presentation and disclosure
requirements including any changes introduced in recently issued IFRS. Roberston was keen to stress,
however, that they were not trying to create specialists and PQs will still have to sit and pass 15 exams. See
inside! Additional study support Including online official CIMA study materials and faster tutor response
times to your questions by phone or email within 24 hours. How can it be acceptable for two out of three
students to have passed or be exempt from 12 core papers, only to get stuck on the last two optional papers.
Benjamin has a solid background in investigations of corruption and economic crimes. From June, Business
Planning students can choose between taxation and the newly introduced banking and insurance alternative
modules. Book your June exam sitting courses and start in March. Ensuring that quality financial statements
that comply with international standards are prepared is therefore the responsibility of management, and not
that of the auditors. Question Based Days will run on weekdays from 24 Feb â€” 4 March. The agreement
means the British Council will provide a secure network in the UK and in over countries where the Council
operates. It now needs to re-tender for a partner to provide the actual exam delivery â€” the computer exam
centres. One of the initiatives BICA as a Regulator has embarked upon to support organisations in addressing
this problem is to develop training targeted at upskilling Chief Financial Officers and their teams so that they
can better support their employers by shouldering the responsibility for financial statement preparation. Our
lead letter this month is from a concerned overseas reader and reflects what many PQs tell us. There are 10 up
for grabs â€” go to page 14 for all the details. Benjamin is a locally and internationally renowned trainer in
fraud risk management and anti-money laundering awareness for financial institutions and other organizations.
He has also served in various committees of BICA. Throughout the Training Agreement, students will be
required to demonstrate their knowledge, understanding and ability to think innovatively, alongside ethics and
professional scepticism capabilities. Eugene started his accounting career with a large Zambian Internet
Service Provider and acquired extensive experience in the National electricity utility before deciding to follow
his passion and move into academia and consulting. Graham Hambly, PQ magazine editor â€” graham
pqaccountant. ICAEW is a world leading professional membership organisation that connects with over ,
chartered accountants worldwide. View timetables and select classes that suit your schedule. The keys to a
successful online programme are: making students feel that they are part of a cohort rather than isolated with
their studies, and giving them the confidence to contact their tutor at any time if they are struggling lots of
guidance and feedback on exam performance Incorporating some classroom time and regular live online
sessions helps give the programme structure and gives students the opportunity to come together and share
their experiences. Effective communication, leadership and management skills are some of the other important
attributes that will be evaluated during the Training Agreement. Working in partnership with Kaplan our
approved study materials provider. We believe that this training should lead to improved financial reporting
and feedback from BAOA. International Standard on Auditing ISA paragraph 13 j indicates that management
or those charged with governance of an organisation are responsible for the preparation of financial statements
in accordance with the applicable financial reporting framework. Students who wish to stay after class and use
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our facilities for private study are welcome to do so and tutors normally stay for at least an hour after class for
extra questions. So what did we think? More recently, Eugene has helped several public interest entities with
implementation of IFRS 9, 15 and  The ICAEW student intake last year was a record high, with 8, new
students studying its chartered accountancy qualification. In this two-day workshop, participants will learn
about the role of Forensic Accounting in preventing, detecting and investigating fraud in their respective
organizations. Overview of our working methodology and approach The following principles are embedded
into our approach to ensure that our courses inspire students to achieve excellent pass rates. Eugene is
currently the Academic Director, School of Finance and Professional Studies, Botswana Accountancy College
where he lectures on all the senior financial reporting papers.


